C'MON, MODEL BUILDERS

UNCLE SAM wants
500,000 IDENTIFICATION MODELS
LET'S GIVE 'EM TO HIM!

COMET COUNTS IT A PRIVILEGE TO DEVOTE ITS FACILITIES TO THIS VITAL WORK!

America's model-builders, both in and out of school, to help build up half a million models of both U.S. and enemy planes for identification purposes? Well, we here at Comet have been privileged to devote our designing facilities to this task—and today we ask America's thousands of model-builders to join hands with us and give Uncle Sam the models he wants! Work through your school, your local model-building club, or other organization—get Comet Official Identification Kits from your Comet dealer—and turn those models out!

Comet Identification Model Kits are identical with those used in High School Model Building Program of the U.S. Office of Education, sponsored by U.S. Navy, Bureau of Aeronautics.